
 >> New colours – new urban characters.
New design options for the smart fortwo.



It is unique characters that ultimately stand out from the crowd. In the same way, a smart fortwo stands out because 
it is different from the rest. Individual, innovative, two-tone – in a word: different.

And the smart fortwo just wouldn’t be the same if you couldn’t define its character based on your own preferences. 
With new colours for body panels and tridion safety cell, combined with painted alloy wheels and a wide selection of 
colours for the tritop fabric soft top, you now have more freedom than ever.

Time to show your true colours – in a car with a unique character.





The elegant and comfortable smart fortwo passion cabrio cuts an extravagant, effortlessly stylish figure: 
body panels in flame yellow, tritop fabric soft top in black, tridion safety cell in white and 15" 9-spoke 
alloy wheels (R78) in crystal white. Upholstery: design black.





Here, the stylish, elegant character of the smart fortwo passion cabrio really comes to the fore: 
body panels in light blue metallic and tridion safety cell in brilliant anthracite. Not to mention the 
matt grey BRABUS “Monoblock VII” 15" alloy wheels (R65) and the grey tritop fabric soft top from 
the smart BRABUS tailor made programme. Upholstery: interior material package in crystal grey.





From zero to hot at a single glance – the dynamic energy of the smart fortwo pulse coupé is shown to great effect here. 
Body panels in rally red, tridion safety cell in black, BRABUS sports package including BRABUS sports suspension  
and sports exhaust system with 16"/17" BRABUS “Monoblock VII” alloy wheels (R76) in gleaming black.  
Upholstery: fabric/leather look in black.





A fresh look for the city – the dynamic smart fortwo pulse coupé as you have never seen it before. 
The deep black body panels form an elegant contrast to the tridion safety cell in the new colour 
brilliant anthracite. The BRABUS sports package with BRABUS sports suspension, BRABUS sports 
exhaust system and gleaming black BRABUS “Monoblock VII” 16"/17" alloy wheels (R76) combine to 
round off the sporty look.





The stylish smart fortwo passion cabrio shows its sporty side: body panels in matt anthracite,  
tridion safety cell in jupiter red, tritop fabric soft top in black and 15" BRABUS “Monoblock VII” 
alloy wheels (R64) in gleaming black. Upholstery: design red.





Eye-catching yellow and gleaming grey – the sporty smart fortwo pulse 
coupé in an exciting new combination. Body panels in flame yellow, tridion 
safety cell in brilliant anthracite and the new silver 15" 3-double-spoke 
alloy wheels (R92). Upholstery: fabric/leather look in black.





Tone-in-tone – with dynamic contrasts: the high-spirited smart BRABUS coupé is an  
elegant masterclass in contrasting matt and gleaming elements. The matt anthracite 
body panels form a stylish contrast to the tridion safety cell in brilliant anthracite. 
The following are standard, but look as though they were made to measure: matt grey 
BRABUS “Monoblock VII” 16"/17" alloy wheels (R77). Upholstery: design black.





As well as its innate sportiness, the smart BRABUS combines dynamism 
and elegance in its stylish new look: smart BRABUS cabrio with crystal 
white body panels, jupiter red tridion safety cell and 16"/17" BRABUS 
“Monoblock VII” alloy wheels (R77) in matt grey. tritop fabric soft top: 
grey (from the smart BRABUS tailor made programme). Upholstery: 
design black.





YOURS?FITS
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We have introduced you to a number of unique characters – which one do you have in mind for your own personal smart fortwo? 
On the next page, you can take your time looking at the wide range of colours available for body panels, tridion safety cell, 
the tritop fabric soft top and the painted alloy wheels – and find the combination that is just right for you.





 >> Character reference.
Plenty of options for showing your character here.

body panels: from striking to elegant – the body panel colours help define the basic character of your  
smart fortwo. You can choose between seven colours and different finishes. The body panels in 
deep black, rally red, crystal white and flame yellow have moulded-in colour, which means that small 
scratches are virtually invisible. There are also two metallic finishes in light blue or silver – and last 
but not least a variant with a special matt anthracite finish.

tridion safety cell: the tridion safety cell comes in  
five colours that are capable of creating a wide  
range of contrasts: black, white, jupiter red, silver  
and brilliant anthracite.

You can style the smart fortwo from head to toe – or rather from top to tyres – in keeping with your own 
personal idiom. The wide range of mix-and-match colours for body panels, tridion safety cell, alloy wheels 
and the tritop fabric soft top means that the car that you drive may well be one of a kind. Give free rein to 
your imagination. And configure your mobile alter ego at www.thesmart.co.uk or at your local smart Retailer.

http://www.thesmart.co.uk


* Does not apply to painted alloy wheels.

tritop fabric soft top: the sky certainly looks best in blue, but what’s your favourite colour for the tritop 
fabric soft top? A total of nine soft top colours are available: black, red and blue (denim look) from the 
smart range plus six further colours from the exclusive smart BRABUS tailor made programme: grey, 
green, blue, java, beige and brown.

Painted alloy wheels: not all that glitters is silver. The painted alloy wheels open up even more 
design possibilities. For instance, you can use them to add a subtle finishing touch to your 
smart fortwo or to create a powerful contrast. The smart 15" 9-spoke alloy wheel is available 
in crystal white, while the BRABUS “Monoblock VII” 15" alloy wheel comes in gleaming black or 
matt grey. As part of the BRABUS sports package, these are available in a larger size (16"/17") 
and also available in gleaming black or matt grey.

All colours shown are also available 

for the smart fortwo electric drive.*



www.thesmart.co.uk smart – a Daimler brand
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smart fortwo: fuel consumption (combined): 54.3-65.7 mpg; CO2 emissions (combined): 120-98 g/km. smart fortwo electric drive: power consumption (combined): 
15.1 kWh/100 km; CO2 emissions (combined): 0 g/km. The figures stated were determined in accordance with the stipulated measuring method in accordance with Directive 
80/1268/EEC and EC Directive 715/2007 in their currently applicable version. The data do not relate to an individual vehicle and do not form part of an offer, but are  
intended solely for the purpose of comparison between the different types of vehicle.

We are pleased to take back your smart for environmentally friendly disposal in accordance with the European Union (EU) Directive on End-of-Life Vehicles – but that day lies a long way off. To make it as easy as possible 
for you to return the vehicle, a network of companies exists which will take back your old car and dismantle and recycle it. You can return your vehicle to one of these companies free of charge. In this way you make a 
valuable contribution to closing the recycling loop and to saving resources. Further information on recycling end-of-life vehicles and the conditions of return is available at www.thesmart.co.uk.

Regarding the information in this publication: changes to the product may have been made after going to press on 1 July 2013. The manufacturer reserves the right to effect structural or design modifications, colour 
changes and changes to the scope of delivery during the delivery period, insofar as such changes or modifications are reasonable for the buyer in due consideration of the seller's interests. Should the seller or the 
manufacturer employ codes or numbers to describe the order or object ordered, this alone shall not constitute a valid basis for the derivation of any rights. The photographs may include accessories or options that are 
not part of the standard scope of delivery. Any colour deviations result from the printing process. This publication may also contain variants and services that are not available in individual countries. Information on 
statutory, legal and fiscal provisions and their consequences apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time that this publication goes to press. Please refer any questions on the provisions that currently apply 
in other countries and their effects to your smart Retailer.

smart infocentre
 (Call free from a landline. Charges for calls  
from mobile networks may differ from this.)

UK 0808 000 8080 (Freecall) 

IRE 1800 6574 21 (Freecall)

http://www.thesmart.co.uk
http://www.thesmart.co.uk

